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Abstract. As we move towards exa-scale computing, energy is becoming in-

creasingly important, even in the high performance computing arena. However,

the simple equation, Energy = Power × Time, suggests that optimizing for speed

already optimizes for energy, under the assumption that Power is constant. When

power is not constant, a strategy that achieves energy savings at the cost of slower

execution is Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS). However, DVFS

is currently applicable only to the processor, and the entire system has many other

sources of power dissipation. We show that there is little to gain in compilers by

trying to trade off speed for energy using DVFS. It is best to produce code that

runs full-throttle, completing as quickly as possible, an approach called “race to

sleep.” Our result is based on analyses of a high-level energy model that char-

acterizes energy consumption, related to survey of power consumption trends of

recent processors for both desktop and server, as well as Cray supercomputers.

1 Introduction

The main motivations behind the arrival of multi-core processors were power and en-

ergy considerations. Increasing power density coupled with heat problems rendered

untenable the premise that steadily increased performance could be achieved merely

by steadily increasing processor clock speed. Multi-core processors were introduced

based on the observation that multiple processors with lower frequency consume less

total power, while preserving performance throughput [8]. Power and energy have been

of great interest in the embedded systems community, where they were constrained by

limited power capacity or battery life.

Even in the High Performance Computing (HPC) community, where the term “per-

formance” had previously been synonymous with speed, power and energy are becom-

ing more and more important. The annual cost for powering supercomputers, including

their associated cooling systems, is now reaching 50% of the purchase cost of the ma-

chines and is expected to grow even further [24]. Power and energy are acknowledged

to be the most difficult and pervasive challenges in order to achieve exa-scale comput-

ing [6]. In fact, if current hardware trends hold, there will remain a significant gap (a

factor of 10 to 100) between predicted and required performance per watt, even under

optimistic assumptions. It is therefore natural to explore possible compiler optimiza-

tions for power/energy efficiency.

It is known that current compiler optimizations also reduce total energy cost [29,

32]. Since the basic optimizations seek to speed up the computation, the equation, En-

ergy = Power × Time, implies that optimizing for speed also optimizes energy, provided
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the average power remains constant. Moreover, many of the speed enhancing optimiza-

tions have a second order benefit that also reduces the power. For example, locality

improving transformations like tiling increase the number of references that access lo-

cal memory, such as caches, rather than off-chip memory. In addition to the low latency,

caches also consume less power per access. Many authors have made this observation,

and there seems to be a view in the folklore that in order to optimize for energy, com-

pilers need to do no more than what they have always been doing—optimize for speed.

However, this naı̈ve analysis assumes that power remains constant, which may not

be true. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is a technique that allows

to dynamically change the operating frequency and voltage. As we shall see, DVFS

implies that energy can be minimized by running as slowly as possible, or at least, as

slow as one can get away with, until the response time becomes unacceptable and/or

the components of the system, not governed by DVFS rules, come into play.

A number of studies [7, 14, 17, 27, 31] show that a significant fraction of the total

power (more than 30%) comes from various components of the system that are not in-

fluenced by DVFS, such as motherboard, power supply unit, and memory. Moreover,

around half of the power consumed by the processor comes from leakage power, where

DVFS is significantly less effective. Thus, the effectiveness of DVFS must be consid-

ered with the energy consumption of the entire system included in the picture.

These considerations lead to the question whether there is any trade-off, where com-

pilers need to perform any “special” optimizations that solely target energy savings,

without necessarily reducing, or possibly even increasing execution time. We want to

answer the question whether “is compiling for speed also compiling for energy,” with

respect to the use of DVFS. In this paper, we present analyses based on a high-level

energy model that characterize this trade-off.

The main focus of our work is compute-bound programs, including as a limiting

case, compute-I/O balanced programs and DVFS for processors. For these class of pro-

grams, we identify conditions under which using the highest frequency is most energy

efficient. We show that on a large number of recent machines this condition is met.

Therefore, we conclude that compilers should simply work on optimizing for speed.

2 Background

We first present an overview of various power/energy related aspects of processors that

influence our model and analyses. Energy (E), Power (P), and Time (T ) are related by

the equation: E = PT (more precisely, it is the integral over T when P changes over

time). If an optimization keeps P unchanged, and reduces T , total energy consump-

tion will decrease. The claim that optimizing for speed implicitly optimizes for energy

comes from this observation.

Equation 1 below gives the simplified model of power dissipation of CMOS cir-

cuits [8]. The first term models the dynamic power consumption, where C is the total

capacitance, V is the supply voltage, f is the clock frequency, and α is the “activity

rate.” The second term is the static power consumption (the power dissipated regardless

of switching activity) where I0 is the leakage current.

Pproc = αC fV 2 + I0V (1)
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Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is an architectural feature that al-

lows the supply voltage, and the corresponding running frequency to be changed at run

time. Voltage and frequency are known to be linearly related. From Equation 1, power

dissipation increases quadratically with voltage and linearly with operating frequency,

DVFS can lead to cubic improvement in power dissipation. However, because of the

linear relationship between voltage and frequency, there is also a linear degradation

in speed. But reduction in power dissipation is cubic, and the degradation in execution

time is only linear. To a first approximation, this leads to a quadratic reduction of energy

as supply voltage is reduced.

Only the dynamic power component is amenable to DVFS optimization, the static

power component decreases only linearly, and there is no net energy savings (in fact it is

worse as we shall see later). Previously, dynamic power dominated the power consump-

tion by processors, and thus power/energy optimizations focused on this component. It

was predicted, and now observed, that static power consumption would reach 50% of

the total power [14, 23].

3 Energy Model and Implications

We now present our energy consumption model, starting from a base model and pro-

gressively enhancing it. The following equation gives the energy consumption at maxi-

mum voltage and frequency:

Ebase = (αC fmaxV
2
max + I0Vmax +Pc)Tmin = (Pd +Ps+Pc)Tmin (2)

where the variables are defined as follows:

– Pd : maximum frequency dynamic power consumption of the processor,

– Ps: maximum frequency static power consumption of the processor,

– Pc: constant power; power consumed by various system components not influenced

by DVFS, but excluding those due to program activity (such as memory/disk ac-

cesses), and

– Tmin: is the execution time at the maximum frequency,

The energy consumed per access to memory/disk is not included in the model, since the

number of accesses to memory/disk does not change as a result of frequency scaling.

This is essentially a combination of E = P×T and Equation 1.

The above is a crude approximation as DVFS may indirectly influence energy con-

sumption of various system components. For example, frequency of disk accesses may

change, which in turn make the disk to switch between active and idle states more often,

leading to larger energy consumption and vice versa.

Although we mentioned that the energy is the integral over time, product is suffi-

ciently precise for our analysis. This is because when applying DVFS, programs are

separated into relatively large regions where the frequency is fixed for each region.

Since changing the frequency via DVFS comes with a cost in terms of both energy and

time, frequent changes are not desirable.
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3.1 Normalized Energy model for DVFS

Under DVFS, let the operating voltage be V = xvvmax, where xv is the scaling factor,

0 < xv,≤ 1. Similarly, for frequency, let the operating frequency be f = xf fmax, with

0 < x f ≤ 1. Finally, let the increased execution time be T = xtTmin, with xt ≥ 1. We

express energy as a function of the three scaling factors

E(xf ,xv,xt) = (αC(xf fmax)(xvVmax)
2 + I0(xvVmax)+Pc)xtTmin

=
(

xf x2
vPd + xvPs +Pc

)

xtTmin

We now normalize this by dividing by PdTmin to obtain the normalized energy consump-

tion,

En(xf ,xv,xt) =
(

xf x2
v + xvRs +Rc

)

xt (3)

where

– Rs: ratio of static power with respect to dynamic power, and

– Rc: ratio of constant power with respect to dynamic power.

3.2 Relationship between Voltage and Frequency scale factors

Although voltage and frequency are linearly related, a few subtle issues arise when we

precisely model their combined effect. The two scale factors are related as given below.

The widely accepted formula is based on a study of recent processors, by a number of

authors [16, 20, 30].

xv =
2

3
xf +

1

3
(4)

We use this to eliminate xv in Equation 3 to obtain:

En(xf ,xt) =

(

xf

(

2

3
xf +

1

3

)2

+

(

2

3
xf +

1

3

)

Rs +Rc

)

xt (5)

3.3 Properties of the Energy Model

For now, we let the slowdown factor, be xt =
1
xf

. For compute-bound programs, execu-

tion time scales directly proportional to scaling of frequency [14]. Since xf is normal-

ized, execution time for such programs can be expressed as 1
xf

(a more nuanced analysis

is provided in Section 3.4).

Let us show some of the important properties of our model that give insights to how

dynamic, static, and constant powers influence overall energy consumption.

Distributing 1
x f

and further expanding x2
v gives:

En(xf ) =

(

4

9
x2

f +
4

9
xf +

1

9

)

+

(

2

3
+

1

3
x−1

f

)

Rs +Rcx−1
f (6)
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Taking the derivative of the above with respect to xf yields:

dEn

dxf

(xf ) =

(

8

9
xf +

4

9

)

−
1

3
Rsx

−2
f −Rcx−2

f

Further taking the second derivative with respect to xf yields:

d2En

dx2
f

(xf ) =
8

9
+

2

3
Rsx

−3
f + 2Rcx−3

f

The second derivative is always positive if Rs,Rc > 0, which leads to:

– dEn
dxf

= 0 will give the frequency with minimal energy consumption, and

– optimal frequency is less than 1 iff dEn
dxf

> 0 when xf = 1.

Based on the above, we compute the condition for optimal frequency being 1 ( fmax):

dEn

dxf

(1)≤ 0

=⇒

(

8

9
+

4

9

)

−

(

1

3
Rs +Rc

)

≤ 0

=⇒ 4 ≤ Rs + 3Rc

When static power is 50% of the processor power, Rs = 1, we obtain Rc ≥ 1 as

the solution, indicating that if components of the system unaffected by DVFS consume

about as much as the dynamic power of processors, then executing at the highest fre-

quency level is the optimal choice.

One additional remark we make is that the static power also works against DVFS,

and its degree is related to the fraction of voltage that do not scale along with frequency

in Equation 4. This is because its linear power saving is cancelled by the linear increase

in execution time.

3.4 Reducing the Impact on Execution Time

In the above, the influence of xf on execution time was expressed as xt =
1
x f

. One may

argue that many programs do not slow down as rapidly as frequency is scaled. Although

accurate modeling of the impact on execution time is out of our scope, we provide

additional analysis to show the implications of reduced impact on execution time. As

mentioned earlier, the impact on execution time as a direct inverse of the normalized

frequency may seem too steep for some programs that frequently access memory. In

this section, we extend our model in Equation 3 and add a variable to control the speed

degradation.

We use a variable x, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and let xt = 1+x( 1
x f
−1). The variable x controls the

speed degradation as frequency is scaled in a linear fashion. At x = 1, xt =
1
x f

, which is
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what we used in the above, and at x = 0, xt = 1, no degradation as frequency scales. We

substitute xt in Equation 3 to obtain:

Ex
n(xf ,xv,x) =

(

xf x2
v + xvRs +Rc

)

(

1+ x(
1

xf

− 1)

)

To simplify our analysis, we write the energy as Ex
n = EA

n +EB
n , the sum of two

different sub-functions:

EA
n (xf ,xv) =

(

xf x2
v + xvRs +Rc

)

EB
n (xf ,xv,x) =

(

xf x2
v + xvRs +Rc

)

(

x

xf

− x

)

The respective derivatives3 after eliminating xv with Equation 4 are:

dEA
n

dxf

(xf ) =

(

12

9
x2

f +
8

9
xf +

1

9

)

+
2

3
Rs

d2EA
n

dx2
f

(xf ) =

(

24

9
xf +

8

9

)

dEB
n

dxf

(xf ,x) = x

[(

8

9
xf +

4

9

)

−
1

3
Rsx

−2
f −Rcx−2

f

]

− x

[(

12

9
x2

f +
8

9
xf +

1

9

)

+
2

3
Rs

]

d2EB
n

dx2
f

(xf ,x) = x

(

2

3
Rsx

−3
f + 2Rcx−3

f −
24

9
xf

)

We can again observe that the second derivative of Ex
n(xf ,x),

d2Ex
n

dx2
f

(xf ,x)=
d2EA

n

dx2
f

(xf )+

d2EB
n

dx2
f

(xf ,x), is always positive if Rs,Rc > 0, 0 < x ≤ 1, and 0 ≤ xf ≤ 1. The second

derivative also always positive if Rs,Rc > 0, 0 < x ≤ 1, and 0 ≤ xf ≤ 1. Thus, the opti-

mal frequency is 1 ( fmax) when:

dEx
n

dxf

(1,x) ≤ 0

=⇒

(

21

9
+

2

3
Rs

)

+ x

(

12

9
−

1

3
Rs −Rc

)

− x

(

21

9
+

2

3
Rs

)

≤ 0

=⇒

(

7

3
+

2

3
Rs

)

− x(1+Rs+Rc) ≤ 0

The above leads to the following remarks:

3 Derivations are not shown, as they are similar (but slightly more complicated) to the derivation

from Equation 3.
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– As expected, the above indicates that as x decreases, which means as penalty on

execution time with DVFS decreases, the inequality is less likely to be satisfied.

– Static power (Rs) work for DVFS when x < 2
3
. This is when the linear decrease in

static power dissipation by DVFS starts to benefit overall energy consumption.

– With lower x, especially below 2
3
, much larger Rc will be required to satisfy the

condition for fmax to be optimal.

The key implication is that as the program is less and less penalized by scaling the

operating frequency, the ratio of constant power (Rc) to processor must become larger

for the “go as fast as possible” strategy to hold, but the general property is unchanged.

When the program execution time is not dominated by processor speed, we can

expect that other system components, such as the memory or network card, are stressed,

and therefore ratio of processor power in the total system load to decrease [7, 17, 28].

Therefore, the behavior when degradation in speed is scaled is largely dependent on

the application characteristics. When the x is small, it is likely that slowing the processor

will be beneficial, since it is approaching memory-bound programs. For relatively large

x, required Rc will become larger, but it is probable that going as fast as possible is still

optimal. We also note that some of the recent machines have Rc much larger than 1 as

we show in Section 4, further increasing the likelihood of this being the case.

3.5 Parallelism

So far, our analysis was completely independent of parallelism, although energy is in-

timately tied to parallelism. Indeed, the advent of multi-core and many-core processors

was dictated by the needs of energy efficiency. We now tie the results to parallelization.

Our main message remains that energy efficiency is attained by optimizing for speed,

and that using DVFS to slow down the application to achieve total energy gains will

yield limited benefits at best. However, optimizing for speed is not necessarily the same

as maximizing parallelism, and hence there are a few special considerations.

Let us first assume that the program is perfectly parallelizable on an N-core pro-

cessor. Even in this optimistic situation, some of the components of the processor, like

cache or other on-chip memory, are shared among the cores. In addition, regardless of

the number of cores, the thermal envelope/budget is usually allocated for a processor

chip, and therefore, Rc is computed for a processor chip, and not on a per-core basis.

Therefore, if only one of the N cores is being used, it is likely that the constant power

is greater than 1
N

. This leads to the conclusion that utilizing all the cores if possible, is

the optimal strategy, unless parallel efficiency is low.

Now consider the situation where the program is not perfectly parallelizable. The

question of whether or not to parallelize, and if so, how aggressively, is beyond the

scope of this paper, and we do not attempt to answer it. Rather, let us suppose that the

decision to use some number p out of the N cores has been made. Our analysis indicates

that now, the best strategy is to make the program execute as fast as possible. Basically,

if a processor cannot save energy by slowing down in sequential case, then trying to

slow down processors in parallel case cannot save energy as well. Note that one may

apply our analysis to each core, if per-core DVFS is supported, but the result remains

the same.
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The choice of the optimal p may involve a trade-off similar to that pointed out by

Cho and Melhem [10, 11], but is also related to the application itself and how scalable

its parallelization is. If the program has poor parallel speedup, and the decision is nev-

ertheless to allocate an increasing number of processors to it, then some of the other,

non-energy related issues (i.e., the response time of the program) are deemed to be im-

portant enough, to possibly override the gains of energy savings by using fewer cores.

This means that any compiler (and possibly the programmer) should seek to provide

the maximally scalable parallelization possible.

4 Trends in Recent Machines

In this section, we present trends in recent machines based on a survey ranging from

desktop processors to Cray supercomputers. The goal of this section is to verify the

observation based on previous studies that the constant power is around 1
3

of the total

power consumption under load, so that even if a significant fraction of the remaining 2
3

is used by processor, Rc ≥ 1 would still be true, satisfying the condition for fmax to be

the optimal frequency for energy efficiency [7, 17, 27, 31].

For desktop and server processors, we show that, even with conservative estimates,

ratio of constant power in the total system power under load is close to 1
3
. We also show

that the ratio of constant power has been relatively constant over the last 5+ years. This

is to be expected, since designers of different components of the system try and fit their

component to the same thermal envelope as previous generations. Therefore, if the ratio

of static power consumption increases in processor power, then Rc will also increase.

For Cray supercomputers, we present estimates of Rc for two recent machines, and

show that they are highly likely to exceed 1, also satisfying the condition.

4.1 Sources of Constant Power

Let us first describe various sources of constant power we use to estimate the lower

bound. Constant power is power consumed under high load that are not affected by

DVFS. Although there may be some relationship, it is not closely related to idle power.

Especially with recent architectures, where aggressive power-gating is performed, idle

power is likely to be much less than the constant power.

Stand-By Memory Power Consumption One of the sources of constant power con-

sumption is stand-by memory power. Recent study show that a 4GB DDR3 memory

consume around 4W in stand-by state [13]. Although memory can also be put into low-

power states that consume less power, unless the program does not use memory at all,

it cannot be put into low-power states for long under heavy load. Therefore, we count

1W per 1GB of memory as part of the constant power consumption.

Power Supply Unit When a system draws power, alternate current must be trans-

formed to direct current, and significant amount of power may be lost during this pro-

cess. Efficiency varies greatly depending on the quality of Power Supply Unit (PSU)
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and load, and it is considered efficient if the efficiency is higher than 80% [1]. We as-

sume 85% efficiency for commodity desktop machines, 90% for servers, and 95% for

supercomputers.

Chipsets and Fans Prior studies show that older chipsets consuming 20-30W, while

some new designs reduce its consumption to 6W [12, 15, 28]. Fans also consume 10-

15W when active [15, 28]. For the purpose of our estimation, we consider 20W per chip

for processors with 45nm or older process, and 10W for 32nm and 22nm processors as

constant power for both chipset and fan combined. We believe this to be a safe lower

bound based on the numbers above.

4.2 Desktop and Server Processors

We have collected a number of power consumption measurements for desktop and

server processors under heavy load. We show that the ratio of conservative estimate

of constant power; the sum of memory stand-by power, efficiency loss by PSU, and

estimated power consumption by chipsets and fans; is more than 30% in most cases.

This means that even if most of the remaining power is used by the processor, the value

of Rc will be around 1. Since there are other sources of power consumption that are not

included, such as accesses to memory/HDD, and network cards, it is highly likely that

Rc is well above 1 in most cases.

We collected total system power consumption measurements from AnandTech [2],

an online hardware review site, for various desktop processors. They provide measure-

ments under compute-intensive workload (x264 encoding), and many components are

kept consistent across different processors (e.g., same memory and video card, but not

motherboard). Since GPUs consume significant amount of idle power, we exclude GPU

idle power (25W) from the measured power consumption (the benchmark does not use

GPU). The data set contains 46 data points, with Intel and AMD processors from 2008

to 2012. All machines measured were equipped with 4GB of memory.

The data set for server processors are from published SPECpower ssj2008 results [4].

The data set contains 255 data points, with Intel and AMD processors from 2007 to

2012; excluding results that are either for a system with multiple nodes, labeled non-

compliant, or with imprecise processor name (i.e., only Xeon with out specifying which

model). The benchmark models server applications with large number of user requests

(“ssj” in the name stands for “Server Side Java”). The metric we use from the published

results is Average Active Power (W) with 100% target load, where the target load is cal-

ibrated to be the maximum throughput of the server computed as part of the benchmark

run. Due to the nature of the work load, 100% load does not necessarily mean 100%

processor utilization.

Figure 1 shows individual data points and means for each year for both desktop and

server processors. The means are more than 30% in all cases, where 79% of desktop

processors, and 69% of server processors have more than 30% of constant power. This

is an indication that the constant power is large enough such that Rc will exceed 1.

Moreover, we emphasize that our estimate of constant power is conservative, and that

actual constant power is likely to be higher than our estimate.
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Fig. 1. Constant power in recent machines. Constant power is more than 30% of the total power

under load in many cases. Also, the fraction of estimated constant power in total system power

is staying flat at the same level for both cases. Therefore, increase in static power will gradually

increase Rc used in our model.

Also, the benchmark used for server processors stress both disk and memory to

a great extent. In addition to our assumption that servers use more efficient PSU, the

difference in work is another explanation that we can provide for the estimated constant

power to consist lesser fraction of the total power in server machines.

4.3 Cray Supercomputers

We also show that Rc is likely to be higher than 1 for Cray supercomputers. Since

precise power breakdown of supercomputers are not available, our analysis is based on

specifications of recent Cray supercomputers, summarized in Table 1. Thermal Design

Power (TDP) is the thermal envelope assigned to the Opteron processor used within

Cray, and we use TDP as the upper bound on power dissipation by the processor.

We assume that Cray machines have PSU with 95% efficiency, and only 5% is

counted towards constant power. We further assume that 10% of the power is used

for cooling fans, based on the measurements from Cray XT5 in Oak Ridge National

Laboratory [33].

In Table 2, we present estimates of Rc based on Table 1. Since the total system

power is specified as range, we compute the percentages for 2 scenarios, highest and

lowest total power. For each scenario, we estimate Rc where constant power is memory

+ PSU (5%) + cooling fans (10%) and dynamic power is 50% of the total chip TDP. The

estimate on Rc is further divided into 2 cases, one with largest memory and the other
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Table 1. Power consumption of a recent Cray supercomputer cabinet, based on manufacturer

specifications [3]. All these machines use AMD Opteron processors.

chips memory total TDP total memory

Cray nodes per per system per chip stand-by

node node power chip TDP power

XT5 96 2 16-32GB 32-42.7kW 95W 18.24kW 1.54-3.07kW

XT6 96 2 32-64GB 45-54.1kW 115W 22.08kW 3.07-6.14kW

XE6 96 2 32-128GB 45-54.1kW 115W 22.08kW 3.07-12.29kW

Table 2. Estimated Rc for Cray machines assuming different total system power. Rc is computed

by assuming dynamic processor power is 50% of the TDP, constant power is the sum of memory

stand-by power, cooling fan (10%), and PSU loss (5%). The last column is the fraction of total

power that must be additionally included as constant power for Rc ≥ 1 to hold, assuming the Cray

was configured with smallest memory size.

assumed percentage percentage percentage Rc Rc additional

Cray system CPU memory memory max min Ps for

power TDP (min) (max) memory memory Rc ≥ 1

XT5 32kW 57% 5% 10% 0.86 0.69 8.70%

42.7kW 43% 4% 7% 1.04 0.87 2.76%

XT6 45kW 49% 7% 14% 1.17 0.89 2.71%

54.1kW 41% 6% 11% 1.29 1.01 0.00%

XE6 45kW 49% 7% 27% 1.72 0.89 2.71%

54.1kW 41% 6% 23% 1.85 1.01 0.00%

with smallest memory. Finally, we compute how much additional constant power (as a

percentage of the total power) is required to make Rc ≥ 1, when smallest memory size,

which alway give the smallest Rc, is used.

In the newer machines (XT6 and XE6), power consumed by processor as a fraction

of total power is lower than the previous generation. Although the higher total power

consumption is likely to be a combined effect of various factors, part of the increase

may be attributed to increase in memory capacity. As a result, Rc is at least 0.89 for the

new generation of machines.

For the earlier generation (XT5), the processor power can dominate up to 57% of the

total power, and Rc can be as low as 0.69. However, the first scenario assuming lowest

total system power is likely to be too strong, since we assume processor is running at

its TDP. When we assume the highest total system power and largest memory, all of the

three machines exhibit Rc ≥ 1.

Moreover, we have not included power consumed by the network among nodes and

other cabinets, which is likely to add another few percent to constant power. Thus, we

conclude that current generations of Cray supercomputers is highly likely to have Rc

greater than 1, satisfying the conditions for the optimal frequency to be fmax.
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5 Related Work

Our work is definitely not the first to show that simply going as fast as possible can also

be energy efficient. Cho and Melhem [10, 11] developed an analytical model of energy

consumption under DVFS with multiple processors. They identify that there are cases

where slowing the processor may not lead to reduced energy consumption, and that it

is related to the fraction of total power unaffected by DVFS. We distinguish our work

in three key aspects:

– (i) we tie our analysis results back to current machines, to verify that the constant

power is significant enough for running as fast as possible to be optimal,

– (ii) our model separates the influence of dynamic and static power consumption of

the processor, since the ratio of the two is also important, and

– (iii) we also extend the model to gain some insights for the case when execution

time does not linearly degrade as frequency is scaled.

Dawson et al. [14] have empirically shown that constant power dominates (50%

to 80%) total power by measuring power consumption of two processors. They also

conclude that running as fast as possible and then going to sleep is likely to be energy

efficient. However, they do not have a model of how much constant power is required for

“racing-to-sleep” to be optimal. We complement their work by showing that it holds for

large range of more recent processors, and also with Cray supercomputers. Our estimate

of constant power is much more conservative, since we do not include GPU idle power,

and assume much lower power consumption for chipsets. They have included 50W for

chipset and GPU as constant power, whereas we only include 10-20W for chipset and

cooling fan combined.

Our work focus on compute-bound (including compute-I/O balanced) applications.

For memory-bound programs, where DVFS is considered more beneficial due to re-

duced degradation in speed as frequency is scaled, the work by Le Sueur and Heiser [25]

had shown that the benefits of DVFS is also diminishing. One of the observations was

also that the constant power of the full system, which has been overlooked in some

energy optimizations based on DVFS, plays a significant roll in the overall picture.

When DVFS Can Help

In this paper, we show that trading off speed with energy with DVFS is not possible in

most cases. However, there are a number of prior work that use DVFS to save energy

without increasing the execution time [9, 18–22, 26]. The common idea behind these

work is to utilize load imbalance across components of the system.

For example, memory-bound computations allow processors to be slowed down

without affecting the execution time [19, 20]. Similarly, different components such as

disks [18], or link interconnects [22, 26] that are not utilized all the time, can be turned

off for energy efficiency. Load imbalance in parallel applications [9, 21] is another can-

didate for saving energy.

All of the above corresponds to techniques to bring programs into compute-I/O bal-

anced state in our terms, and are still useful optimizations to improve energy efficiency.
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However, these techniques should be applied as a “last resort”, after optimizing for

speed. For instance, it does not make sense to make a program (more) memory-bound

such that DVFS can be applied. Efficient access to memory will reduce the execution

time and energy consumption. Similarly, it does not make sense to increase load imbal-

ance of parallel applications such that DVFS can be applied. Developing methods for

better load balancing will simultaneously improve speed and energy efficiency.

In addition to the above, recent processors employ sophisticated frequency/voltage

scaling themselves, such as the Turbo Boost on Intel processors [5] These hardware

controls are likely to be able to detect memory-bound regions of programs, and employ

scaling themselves. Therefore, even such opportunities for energy saving by compilers

may also be diminishing.

Another domain where DVFS may help is embedded systems, where you have much

more flexibility than general purpose processors. Although the analysis in this paper

remains the same, the significance of processor power with respect to the whole system

power can vary widely between applications.

For some applications, the processor may be the dominant source of power usage,

and hence DVFS is more effective. However, the opposite is also true. For example,

screen and wireless card are the dominant power consumers in a smartphone, making

DVFS even less interesting.

6 Conclusion

We have presented our analysis based on our high-level model of power consumption

under DVFS. When the constant power in a system is comparable to the dynamic power

consumption of the processor, using DVFS to trade speed with energy efficiency cannot

be done, and it is best to run as fast as possible to completion.

We showed through a survey of number of recent machines that it is highly likely

that most machines today fall under the condition where running as fast as possible

wins in terms of energy.

Therefore, we confirm the “folklore” we have been hearing regarding energy op-

timization, and conclude that simply compiling for speed will also give better overall

energy efficiency.

Our analysis is based on a high-level model, and it is possible that some class

of problems can still benefit from DVFS. However, in this paper we have ignored

the cost of changing DVFS states, and also assumed that arbitrary frequency/voltage

can be selected. In practice, the cost of transition is not negligible, and available fre-

quency/voltage configurations are limited, further limiting the applicability of DVFS.

Our result may seem negative, but from compilers’ perspective, the problem has

been made simpler. We can focus on speed, and the resulting code will be energy ef-

ficient. Until the time when the leakage power becomes a negligible component again,

which is when the game entirely changes, invalidating many analyses including ours,

compilers should focus on speed.
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